Utility Vehicle Sprayers are an economical way to address watering requirements on turfs, fields, lawns and golf courses. Constructed as a compact spray unit, these systems can be quickly placed into the back of UTVs to transport water to needed spray locations. Similar to other sprayer systems, UTV sprayers include all required equipment including a polyethylene storage tank, hose, spray gun and spray bar.

**Features**
- 50 or 100 Gallon
- Polyethylene Tank
- 12 volt Quad Pump
- 25 Foot Spray Hose and Trigger Gun
- Compact Unit

**Benefits**
- Fits in Pickup Trucks or Small Trailer
- Easy to Transport and Store
- Slides easily into the bed of a utility vehicle
- Use with water or agricultural chemicals
- For contractors, small businesses and homeowners
- Use for landscaping, turf watering, and small tree spraying
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